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Abstract
Construction of elevated highways have promoted the development and growth of cities in acting as fast connective lines, bringing communities together and making traveling distances shorter. On the other hand, they
have created undesirable left spaces underneath them, acting as physical and psychological barriers in the
areas they pass through. These spaces can be defined as negative and awkward, characterized mainly by poor
physical conditions. However, in a complex and post war city like Beirut, where public space and space itself
are lacking, negative and lost spaces such as created by elevated highways provide possibilities of generating
spaces that can accommodate people’s needs. Therefore, this thesis project will show how through the lens
and medium of landscape architecture, these underside spaces present opportunities to introduce new and
unique spaces for public usage and to improve the quality of everyday urban life. Among these spaces, the
project focuses on the space/street located underneath the elevated highway of Bourj Hammoud, an eastern
suburb in Beirut located along the “misery belt”. The method used was based on a research by design, where
collecting data, analyzing literature reviews and case studies, performing field work, and testing design approaches were all interrelated steps in forming the contextual and conceptual framework of the project as well
as the final design proposal. Through the design process of exploring and testing different design approaches,
the main aim of the project was to change and transform the negative condition and image of the highway into a
positive and attractive one. As a result, the final design proposal is based on intervening on the condition of the
structure itself through simple design intervention, in the purpose of creating a flexible, enjoyable and adaptable
space for public usage. The new image of the condition with the opportunities it presents in generating public
usage reflects an approach on how to improve the quality of urban environments that are affected by the heavy
infrastructure of our cities.
Keywords: Elevated highways, Beirut, public spaces, landscape architecture
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01_Introduction
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1.1_Framework
After the 16th years of civil wars, which have devastated the whole country on different levels, Beirut went
through a renovation period. Within the reconstruction phase, infrastructural projects such as highways, ring
roads, airports...etc, were carried out as a need for reconstructing the city [mainly in service of the city center]
and for adjusting the road system to the traffic demand which had grown heavily due to the rapid density growth
of the population. These projects took place all over Beirut without any consideration of the local residents,
resulting in unwanted spaces especially when it came to elevated highways.
In fact the problem of elevated highways reflects a global issue influencing many contemporary cities. While
these highways are seen as fast connective lines thus making citizens’ life easier, they tend to create unpleasant
negative spaces underneath, divisions of communities, pollution to the surrounding, physical and psychological
barriers and changing the whole urban fabric of certain areas [Halprin, 1966].
In Beirut, a city lacking public spaces and space in general, negative spaces created by elevated highway
have the potential to be transformed into attractive public spaces. Within this context, the project focuses on
analyzing and designing a space located under an elevated highway in Bourj Hammoud, a suburban district in
Beirut.

1.2_Driving forces behind the project
The choice of the topic is based on a personal interest in the role of landscape architecture in the city and in
applying the theoretical knowledge and the design skills acquired during my previous years in my own environment. Born and raised in Beirut, Lebanon’s most urban city and capital and realizing as a landscape architect
the problem of public space [as a lacking factor in the city] and the impact of infrastructure on the urban fabric,
encouraged me to focus on these two issues-reflecting a local and a global problem.
Actually, the issue of public spaces in Lebanon is being addressed by many professionals such as architects,
landscape architects, urban developers, sociologists, political activist, and artists, etc. On this matter, I attended
an international and interdisciplinary summer workshop in Beirut that was held in September 2007, under the
title of “Public space: a case study on the concept of public space in Lebanon”. So, in addition to my personal
interests, the workshop provided me the opportunity to work on the concept of public spaces in Beirut. However, this research shapes a deeper focused analysis on the impact of infrastructure on public spaces, more
specifically, vacant spaces underneath highways. The project reflects a global urban issue on a local case of
public space and will present at the end a design proposal, based on the findings.
3
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1.3_Objectives
The goal of the research was to achieve three interrelated objectives.
Scientific: to investigate the impact of elevated highways on urban environments and the opportunities in transforming the negative space underneath into functional and attractive public spaces.
Societal: to analyze the concept of public space in Beirut and explore the possibilities in designing the space
under an elevated highway in Bourj Hammoud as a public space.
Personal: to apply the theories, knowledge and skills I acquired during my masters studies, which were based
on the concept of landscape in the urban context. The research will give me the opportunity to bring forward
my knowledge in a challenging context to which I am familiar.
In sum, the research represents an attempt to analyze and design a local case of a public space in Beirut, illustrating a larger issue associated with the spaces under elevated highways within urban contexts.

Hypothesis
In the urban context of Beirut, landscape architecture can contribute to the improvement of urban living conditions

1.4_Problem definition
Public spaces in Beirut are lacking and the few existing ones require organization and centralization, especially
in the outskirts or the suburbs.
Elevated highways despite their advantages as fast connecting elements tend to create underneath spaces filled
with instabilities, unclarity and uncertainty.
The chosen case study reflects both problems: it is a public space/street in the suburbs of Beirut, located under
an elevated highway.

Research question
How can landscape architecture, in a city like Beirut, create opportunities in the “negative” spaces generated by elevated highways?

1.5_Scope

1.5_Methodology

In order to establish the framework for the space located under the elevated highway of Bourj Hammoud and
develop a design for it, the thesis includes first a contextual background of Beirut as a complex paradoxical
city and as a city lacking public spaces, with an analysis of the few existing public space in Beirut. Following
it presents a discussion on the impact of elevated highways on urban environments and on the spaces underneath, illustrating the issues with some case studies. After establishing the framework of the study area, a site
inventory and analysis [immediate and general] is done which will help in developing a design intervention for
the area. A design process section will describe the different approaches used throughout the project before
getting to the final design. The final outcome includes a design intervention implemented on the existing condition of the structure, in the purpose of transforming the negative image which is embedded in the mind of the
residents into a positive and inviting one. Consequently, different scenarios will be presented in order to project
the different functional possibilities. This research is directed mainly to the university but if possible to the community of Bourj Hammoud which includes local organizations, NGO’s working in the area, the municipality and
the local residents.
The final outcome of the thesis was based on a process that included different steps and methods. As mentioned previously, the basis of the research was initiated by attending an interdisciplinary summer workshop in
Beirut. After the personal evaluation of the workshop as well as a literature review regarding public spaces in
Beirut, a brainstorming phase was done in order to formulate the thesis proposal. The proposal focused on addressing the local problem of public spaces in Beirut, with a selection of the study area [Bourj Hammoud] and a
pre-selection of three different sites [elevated highway, Beirut River, Dumpsite] that actually reflect global issues
and urban problems. Field work, data collection and analysis were conducted for the three different sites. After
analyzing, testing and exploring the possibilities for each site, the dumpsite was dropped in early stages since
future projects and plans were already in process in transforming the waste land into a park [Linord’s project].
As for the Beirut river site, it was dropped at a later stage.
The focus of the study was mainly on the site located under the elevated highway. The method used was Research by Design, which was shaped by different interrelated steps following a non-linear process, based on a
back and forth re-evaluation. Literature reviews and case studies were carried out regarding the two issues addressed in the research [public spaces in Beirut and elevated highways]. The general and immediate analyses
were based on personal observations and some interviews performed during field work in addition to the data
collected through the municipality and the students of the Lebanese American University. As for the design,
different approaches were used and modified through the design process. Thus, the final design represents a
synthesis of the different approaches. Chapter 5 will describe the different approaches and design solutions that
were proposed in the design process.
5
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02_Contexual background
The goal of this chapter is to present a description and analysis of the context of the project which is Beirut. The
chapter tends first to describe the driving forces that are shaping the urban fabric of the city today explaining the
lack of public spaces. Then an analysis of some existing public spaces is presented in the aim of understanding
what types of public spaces Beirut has, how people use the urban space and what their needs are. Understanding these issues of public spaces in Beirut is important for they form a basic framework in designing the space
underneath the elevated highway of Bourj Hammoud.

8

2.1_Beirut: an Overview
Referred to as the Phoenix1 city, Beirut is a city that was destroyed many times through wars, occupations and
natural disasters yet to be reborn and revived again. Since the 19th century, the city has known many different faces [civilizations] that had contributed to the shaping of the urban environment of the modern city: a city
floating between a Western and Middle Eastern identity. From the Arab city, to the Ottoman Mediterranean city,
to the colonial city under the French mandate, to the independent city- capital of Lebanon and the Middle East,
to the divided city during the civil war, until the city of today, Beirut is in constant attempt to redefine itself as
a modern, multicultural and diverse city. Struggling for constant survival, the city today is a representation of
paradoxes through its constant falling and rising and through its social, political and religious diversity.

[Source: Google earth 2008]

Figure 2.1_Beirut- location

Beirut aerial view showing the “green line” and the “misery belt”

The 16 years of civil war (from 1975 till 1991) had devastated the whole country socially, politically, ecologically, environmentally and urbanely. In fact, the wars had specially affected many aspects of Beirut. One of
these aspects, which is actually linked to the social, political and urban situation are the public spaces.
During the civil war, and as explained by Daniel Genberg (2002) in his article “Public space inside-out: Beirut’s
private and public spaces under reconstruction”, the status of public spaces took another form. Public spaces
became the most unsafe places to be, and not open to all people. In fact, due to civic strife, the abrupt division
in the social and physical fabric of the city, created its own spatial logic. The city was actually divided into two
parts: west and east, each controlled by different militias. A demarcation line arose between the two areas, and
was called “the green line”. The line actually traced the alignment of wide roads and public spaces (including
the historic core of the city), that provided fighters with comfortable physical distances to protect their respective communities. This line and the city centre were known back then as the neutral grounds and did not belong
to any of the militias. These grounds were formerly mixed areas and were the first to be torn down. While on
the other hand, each of the communities, located on both sides of the line, created their own spaces within their
territory that were under the surveillance and control of the specific neighborhoods. So in each community,
public spaces [streets, café, square…etc] became public only for a certain group of people and were known
as community spaces (marked by the religious and ethnic identity mainly). The city became fragmented physically, politically and religiously, especially in the suburban areas that were already based on mono-confessional
neighborhoods.
After the war, an extensive renovation phase was carried out, with a come back of the legitimate state’s service
and the reopening of the borderlines. However, the city remained fragmented, for the borderlines were still present in the Beirutis mind and affected their everyday life.
1

The Phoenix is a mythical sacred fire bird in ancient Phoenician mythology that never dies but always rises again.
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The fist attempts in reconstruction were made on the neutral grounds, thus the city centre. But since the government did not have the required mean, a private company, known as Solidere took the mission in hand. Its
main goal was to revitalize the city centre, economically and socially, by renovating the buildings, linking the
fragmented parts, and creating public spaces. The project was succeeded by many other projects such as
infrastructural, aiming in bringing up the different communities (religious and ethnic) together but mainly in
serving the city center. Since then, development plans, architectural competitions, and investments were carried out focusing mostly on the city centre while, highways, motorway, ring roads emerged quickly affecting the
residential areas and the urban landscape of the city.
In contrast to the fast development of the city centre, almost all the peripheral areas of Beirut that present a
patchwork of confessional, social, and economical fragments, became marginalized in regard to urban developments. As described by Elie Haddad, “this is largely due to failure of the political authorities to develop and
implement a new urban plan that limits densities, safeguards historical landmarks, and creates much needed
public spaces and green parks”. The reconstructions were made out of private planning and investments, lacking thus any structure and cohesion, and creating chaos. Today, these fragments of neighborhoods or communities are linked by different kind of lines, sometimes physical such as roads, roundabouts, airport, river…
etc. But despite their mosaic aspect, these areas reflect one similar situation where the economical, social, ecological and urban aspects have gotten to their lowest level. The narrow unplanned streets, the high condensed
buildings [most of the time illegally built], the infrastructure dominance, the lack of open spaces and greenery
and the high level of pollution are all characteristics of these areas.
Thus, long term planning in a fragmented, postwar city like Beirut was in most areas absent. Public will and decision became absent. The private sector grew stronger and became powerful, and accentuated the patchwork
system of Beirut.For instance, what is supposed to be to the public, like for a example the seashore, became
privatized, or closed for some unconvincing reason like the Horch Beirut Park [One of the fewest green “public”
park in the city (Shayya, 2006)] . Few public spaces exist in the city today and among the few left, two or three
of them can be considered as successful such as the Corniche and Marina promenade [coastal promenade],
Monot and Gemayzeih streets [known for their nightlife]. As for the downtown or the city centre, the question of
whether it forms a successful public space or just a class-specific space, is discussable and depends mainly
from which perspective it is being addressed.
During the Summer Workshop in Beirut, an investigation was made into “the potential to reinvent public space in
Beirut as a concept and as a physical fact”. Through different and multidisciplinary approaches, assignments,
excursions, discussions, collective brainstorming, analysis and lectures many observations and conclusions
were made. Some areas were defined as potential areas for public space generators, where other areas were
defined as in need of planning, urban development and introduction of open public spaces.

In addition to the general conclusions that were carried out at the end of the workshop, personal observations
and interpretation were made, that led to the focus area of the research. The workshop made me look at the city,
for the first time, from a different perspective: the outsider, and the landscape architect. In contrast to the new
high maintained city centre, Beirut’s suburbs and peripheral areas reflect mono confessional neighborhoods
with poor living conditions and a large lack of open public spaces. In fact, during the 1920’s, trade in the city
and other conditions such as freedom, capitalism …etc, attracted people from surrounding areas. Since moving to the big city was unaffordable, they settled on the outskirts and formed as described by Elie Haddad “a
misery belt” around the flourishing city centre. For their urban development these city outskirts did not rely on
any policy, and the results can be seen until today. During the civil war, and as explained earlier the city centre
was paralysed and torn out. Business had to be relocated in the suburbs. Being already chaotic, the areas had
to accommodate the big number of refugees who were squatting in abandoned homes and buildings. After the
war, some of these areas got the chance to improve their urban conditions [like Hamra, Ashrafieh,Gemayze]
while other areas in Beirut [like Bourj Hammoud, Hay il Selloum, Nabaa], which account for a big portion of the
population of Greater Beirut, are still waiting for help and redevelopment; [more than 15 years now].

2.2_Public spaces in Beirut
As described in the previous paragraph, Beirut is a city lacking public spaces such as parks, squares or gardens
where people can meet, have a walk, or children can play. This fact can be seen in most Middle Eastern cities
for the fact that traditionally social spaces were not of big importance- social life was only limited within the
extended family in private spaces [Barakat, 2002]. Urban life was introduced mainly in Beirut in the late Ottoman period [end of the 19th century] where some parks and gardens were opened to the public. The French
period did not have a big impact on the urban structure and in creating public spaces rather than transforming
some exciting.
Therefore since then, the street [like in many Mediterranean cities] became the main public space. It is a space
for walking, hanging around, meeting and entertainment. During the French mandate, some streets became
important for their social life, in addition to the souks [markets] and the coastal promenade [the Corniche]. This
concept of public space which is limited to the street is actually still the case today and was in fact accentuated
when space became limited due the density growth of the city since 1950’s.[Haddad]
Figure 2.2_Public space in Beirut
Sketch illustrating one of the few available public
spaces in Beirut

Beirut, a city of almost 1.5 million inhabitants, has three main public spaces: the Corniche, a coastal promenade
that was built by the French [French mandate_1924-1943], the Horsh Beirut [Pine forest park] built during the
Ottoman period, and the City Centre which includes few gardens, pedestrian streets and some squares [rebuilt
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after the civil war]. In addition, some small scale gardens are scattered around the city reflecting more community spaces. Based on this urban lack of public spaces [such as parks or squares] the streets became the
most successful congested public spaces in the city where people meet, walk, flirt, chat and end up in a café
or restaurant; Hamra street, Bliss street, Gemayze street, Verdun street, Monot street are among the famous
and most frequented ones.

Figure 2.3_The Corniche-

The Corniche is considered to be the most successful public space in the city. It is a coastal promenade created
by the French during the French mandate. From the city side, it is occupied by various restaurants, cafés and
snacks while from the sea side, a large liner sidewalk planted with palms trees attracts a big number of people
from all ages and backgrounds. The space is never empty. All types of activities take place: from walking, skateboarding, fishing, riding bikes, swimming, sitting on the available benches or even bringing own chairs, tables
along with the water pipes, selling kaak [type of Lebanese pastry] or coffee [Turkish coffee]. The 2.5 km long
promenade can embrace more than 40 000 to 50 000 people in one sunny afternoon. With its strong identity,
views and stage-like aspect, the promenade offers its users the freedom to use the space according to their needs
[Barakat, Chamussy, 2002] Figure 4.1 shows some sketches of how people use the space in different ways.

Sketches illustrating the different activities of the coastal promenade

Figure 2.4_Hosrsh BeirutSketches illustrating the used space of the park-parking lots

Hosrch Beirut or the Pine forest is the only large park available in the city. The park which was created by the
Ottomans and used largely during the French mandate was destroyed during the civil war, and redesigned afterwards. However, due to some political/financial reasons, more than half of it is closed to the public. Despite
this fact, people are using what is open which includes some of the park itself and mainly the parking lot. The
parking lot became a hanging out place where people bring their own chairs, tables and water pipes or even
their barbecues. Enjoying the green plantation of the background, they are happy to have a space where they
can take their children to play and enjoy meeting other families and friends over a game of backgammon or a
pick-nick [Shayaa, 2006]

The city centre is the new reconstructed quarter of the city. As mentioned earlier, post war reconstruction plans
and investment focused all on reviving the city centre in creating a public space, with its pedestrian streets,
gardens and archaeological sites. The city center became famous for its streets, cafés and its fancy and new
character. The streets are the only available pedestrian streets in the city. The old buildings of the quarter, that
were built during the French Mandate, are all renovated and occupied on the ground level by the restaurants,
café and shops that stay open until late. These are then extended on the pedestrians streets. The most crowded
time is in the evening were families come, meet others, have dinner while children are in the central square
[place de l’Etoile]. However, the fancy character of the streets as well as the expensive restaurants and cafés
made that the quarter is frequented by a specific social class.

Jane Amidon,2005

http://www.sunna.info/souwar/img156.htm

Figure 2.5_ City center
(up) Garden of forgivness [designed by Katheryn Gustafson- (down) Place de
l’Etoile

Hamra street

Bliss street
Gemayze street

Figure 2.6_Beirut streets
Sketches illustrating the different usage of the streets

The streets represent an important public space within the city. Despite the lack of pedestrian streets, the
high vehicular circulation of cars, the small size of the sidewalks and the lack of maintenance, many streets
with strong character became important social and public places. For instance, Hamra street which was
already a main street during the French mandate is today one of these famous shopping and recreational
streets with its big variation of shops, cafés, restaurants and pubs. Despite its stagnant condition during the
civil war, it regained its character after the opening of the annual shopping festival that was introduced to
revive the street. Bliss street, is the street opposite to the American University of Beirut. In fact, it became
an extension of the student life of the campus during the day but also in the evenings or early mornings.
This is due to the many snacks and cafés that opened along the street. During the day, it is highly used
by pedestrian students, where as in the evenings and early mornings [usually after partying], it is highly
used to park cars on the sidewalks, hang around from car to car and meet friends over an early breakfast.
Gemayze street and Monot street are the two nightlife streets located in east Beirut. During the day, they are normal residential streets in the city, with high traditional character. Early evening and night, they are transformed
into main public spaces due to the pubs, restaurants, and clubs that attract a large crowd of people. Like any
other Mediterranean city, most of the animation is extended outside on the small available sidewalks. Parked
cars, lighting poles or any available edge become objects to lean back, to sit, chat with friends and meet people.
13
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2.3_Reflection

Beirut is an atypical city lacking public spaces, but not public life. In fact, as seen, public life is a dominant aspect of most streets in Beirut. Varying in contexts and locations, most streets in Beirut are characterized by not
only being spaces for pedestrian circulation but being everyday social spaces of meeting the other. However,
in her article “La rue: espace public, quell(s) public?” A. Delage discusses the status of the street in Beirut as
a public space. She actually describes the ambiguity of the street as a space floating between the private and
the public. Streets belonging to different neighbourhoods [characterized mainly by confessional, political and
sometimes ethnic identity] become under the surveillance and control of its own residents. Thus, on a neighbourhood level, the streets are public spaces belonging to the residents of the neighbourhood while reflecting
a specific private character, on the city level. However, this ambiguity in the concept of the street becomes less
important when analyzing the needs of the people. The needs of a meeting place, of a place to be seen and see,
of a place to play and hang out, are basic social and public needs expressed in the streets of Beirut. Within the
different neighborhoods, these everyday social needs are articulated instantly and spontaneously in the available spaces - reflecting two main qualities of the public life in Beirut.
Based on these facts, the project illustrates a case of a street located between two different neighborhoods,
characterized each with strong confessional and ethnic identities. The street forms a space of “in-between” not
belonging to either of the neighborhoods. The construction of the elevated highway on top of it, has accentuated
the undefined character of that space, by becoming an unpleasant and avoided street for the residents of both
neighborhoods.

03_Conceptual framework

This chapter discusses the impact of elevated highways on the urban environment in creating negative, unpleasant urban spaces, illustrating different approaches in addressing these spaces through some case studies of
existing projects.
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3.1_Impact of elevated highways

Fast connective lines

Dominant structures

Physical and psychological barriers

Dark spaces underneath

Undefined spaces

Misused and unwanted spaces

Figure 3.1_Impact of elevated highways

The emergence of the “car age” culture in the 20th century had influenced significantly the development of
cities. With the growth of the automobile industry, city patterns were altered to accommodate the increasing
traffic. Thus, the necessity for a transport system which can adjust to the traffic growth led to the creation of
some of the most technologically striking structures of that era: the freeways [highways, expressway, speedway] [Halprin, 1966].They were praised for their importance as fast connective lines which made many citizens
life easier, by being separated from the street level. Their importance lies as well in the experience they provide
to the driver, with the views and the cinematic experience of the city [Robertson, 2007]. In addition to the motion quality they provide, these structures have the ability of shaping and moulding the forms of the cities. Like
roadways, paths and pathways, they shaped the structure of communities, connecting them to each others and
acting as kinetic passages in contrast to the static buildings [Halprin, 1966].
In contrast to the qualities they provide, freeways became destroyers of city values. With their dominant scale
they have blocked pieces of cities from one another, divided neighborhoods, relocated families, and altered the
whole urban landscape. Many types of solutions [elevated stacked, elevated side by side, at grade, depressed
and tunnel] have been designed within cities, depending on the context and locations. Each typology has its
positive values and qualities, but in general they all had some negative impact on the urban fabric. In the last
decades, freeways had paid little respect on urban design values and the whole image of the city. They have
been most of the time planned for their function to move traffic, without any concern for their social or physical
impact on the urban environment [Halprin, 1966].
However, the focus of this project is on the impact of one type of freeways: the elevated highways. Elevated
highways could be seen as an archetype of modernity through their advanced technological structures and
through their impact on the urban environment. Elevated highways were described as being the most to cause
damage to the areas through which they pass- by blocking out light and air and bringing blight into the city
through their great shadows on the ground and the noise of their traffic [Halprin1966], but also as the most
structures to provide possibilities of being integrated within the city through the spaces they create underneath
[Hormingo, Morita, 2004] In fact, elevated highways tend to disconnect neighborhoods, produce undesirable
views, and act as physical and psychological barriers making the pedestrian experience unpleasant. [Trancik,
1986]. In addition, they create “in-between” spaces filled with instabilities, imprecision, strangeness and indeterminacy. For instance, Halprin described these spaces as misused and unwanted spaces that in many cases
were devoted for parking lots, junkyard, and rubbish.
The spaces created underneath these structures can actually be described through different concepts attributed
to urban spaces. In their article, “Urban Gapscapes: problems and Oppurtunities in Urban design-Analysis of
Gapspaces originated by elevated railways”, Hormigo, P. and Morita, T. have discussed the concept of gapspace
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and gapscape, where gap is seen as effect of tension and pressure in a certain condition, and gapspace as”a
type of space whose process of formation emerged out the pressure and tension to increase the usage capacity
of a geographically limited territory that is unable to expand indefinitely”. One of these gapspaces characteristics
is to spatially interrupt continuity either temporally, physically or functionally. Thus, reflecting on this concept
of space, they believed that spaces underneath elevated freeways can be described as gapspaces. Despite this
negative attribute of these spaces, Hormigo, P. and Morita, T. discovered their potential in creating possibilities
for the city to grow by integrating them within the urban fabric. In the same article, Hormigo, P. and Morita, T.
provided some approaches in dealing with these spaces. For instance, they refered to Lynch, who defines them
as waste spaces, looking at them from an urban ecological perspective. He believes that these waste spaces
are important elements within the city which should be preserved. To add on this approach, Koolhass perceived
these empty areas as “no man’s land“ embracing historical values. Thus these voids should be preserved as
monument. Moreover, Jones, H. describes in her article “Exploring the creative possibilities of awkward space
in the city” the emergence of awkward spaces within cities as undesirable and unpleasant spaces and as result
of “yesterday’s city, jammed in amongst an ever-colliding modern chaos”. She believes that indeterminacy lies
within these awkward spaces which show no identity. She actually refers to William Lim who discussed spaces
of indeterminacy in a paper entitled “Spaces of Indeterminacy” and gave as example the spaces created underneath highways as spaces of indeterminacy, complexity and fuzziness.
Despite their negative image and attributes, these space offer opportunities and can be used as urban tool to
reduce urban barriers. Within this context, the previously mentioned authors believed in the potential of these
spaces. In fact, William Lim [in Jones,2007] stated that these spaces “have the potential to become effective
instruments of contemporary intellectual, artistic, cultural and sociological discourses”. On this premise, Jones
[2007] affirms that “the unresolved quality and confused character of awkward space that contains silent derelict buildings of the past and imposing architecture of the new, creates an atmosphere that can “shift minds
in and out of confusion and clarity”. On the practical level, the spaces underneath elevated highways have the
potential to be transformed into major public spaces that integrate elevated structures with their surrounding
urban fabric.
On this matter, the following section will present some case studies of projects showing different approaches
used in addressing spaces underneath highways. Based on their context, the projects are approached differently. However, they all aim in revitalizing the underside spaces, by either turning them into functional and recreational spaces adding economical and social values to them or by transforming them into street arts spaces
where the highway becomes a monumental structure.

3.3_Precedents projects
Specific design interventions and solutions have been proposed by many designers in order to occupy the
space underneath elevated highways. The goal of these projects, was to revitalize the poor conditions and
undesirable spaces and integrate them within the urban fabric

http://www.urbanphoto.net/blog/2006/10/

http://www.urbanphoto.net/blog/2006/10/

Figure 3.2_Recreational spaces, Westway

01_Westway, London, England
The Westway, opened in 1970, is a two and a half mile long elevated highway linking the centre of London,
England, with the west-of-England route to Oxford. Upon its construction, the highway was praised for its bold
and innovative design structure as well as its fast and cost-effective characteristic. However, opposed to the
positive welcoming of this highway, negative attitude aroused mainly from the local communities bordering the
highway, manifested through riots. For more than 10 years, local communities, organizations and activists tried
to find plans and ways in using the space created by the highway, benefiting everyone [economically, socially
and politically]. Private and public investments focused on turning the highway land into a multifunctional
space. Today the area includes offices, sports field, markets, retails, green zones educational institutes and
play areas.

multi functional
http://pruned.blogspot.com/2006/11/underpass.html

02_Zaanstadt, The Netherlands

http://pruned.blogspot.com/2006/11/underpass.html

Figure 3.3_Functional spaces_ Zaanstadt

The elevated highway in Zaanstadt is located between two neighborhoods and had for decades acted as an edge
between them. As a quick solution for binding the two neighborhoods, the space under the highway, designed
by NL Architects was turned into a recreational zone that includes a supermarket, a soccer field, a skatepark, a
florist and a fishmonger. The aim was to revitalize a dead space lying in the middle of a divided town. The design
was a joint winner of the 2006 European Price for Urban Public Space.
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03_Burnside project, Portland
The space under the Burnside highway in Portland is occupied by a skatepark. In fact, the creation of the park
was initiated first illegally by local skateboarders and was approved later by the city. It represents a project
where an available dead space-formerly used by homeless, drug addicts, prostitutes- was transformed by
the local skateboarders community into one of the most attractive skatebparks in the area. It reflects an urban
space that was not designed by architects or urbanists but was built and visioned by the users themselves an
act based on their needs.

recreational

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:BurnsideSkatePark.jpg

Figure 3.4_Skatepark, Burnside

04_Georgia Viaduct, Vancouver

The unused space under the Georgia Viaduct was turned initially into a temporary Youth facility for the Vancouver Park Board, and evolved later into a designed permanent skatepark. Its design resulted from a collaboration
between the Vacouver skate coalition the local community and the landscape architect. Its aim was to create
an urban space infused with the existing infrastructure by using and incorporating its element in the design
proposal.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/spacing/1121817222/in/set-72157604770697183/

Figure 3.5_Skatepark, Georgia

05_Shanghai
A vibrant blue/purple neon color illuminates the Shanghai highway, turning it into an attractive landmark. Described though as “being a bit over the top” by the architect Calvin Brook, the purpose of the installation is to
create an enjoyable space for pedestrians as well as drivers. It defines a different approach in rethinking the
possibilities of expressways within urban environments- as a visual element in the city.
http://spacing.ca/wire/?p=2161

Figure 3.6_Lighting effect, Shanghai

lighting

06_Queensway, Birmingham, England

A nice and enjoyable atmosphere was created through small interventions on the ceiling, and the pavement of
the space located under Queensway, Birmingham. Lighting poles, paint job and mosaic tiled floor has turned
the space from an unpleasant and avoided one into a welcoming pedestrian passage, co-existing with a parking
lot.
http://www.the40yearplan.com/Hartford.php

Figure 3.7_Lighting, Queensway

07_Autoroute 440_Quebec,Canada
Urban art and painting is an approach that is used in order to cover the concrete structure of the highway. In
Quebec, the columns of the Autoroute 440 are painted using a trompe d’oeil illusions of an Egyptian temple, a
surrealist fantasy and the entrance to a Gothic cathedral.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/joelmann/35482721/sizes/o/

Figure 3.8_Trompe d’oeil effect, Quebec

urban ar t

08_Carrasco square_ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

http://www.pavillon-arsenal.com/img/conference/178/cp/PAV_178_CP.pdf

Figure 3.9_Carrasco square, Amsterdam

The darkness of the space created under railway tracks represented a design challenge for the architects to
overcome. The design focused then on creating a mosaic paving pattern using grass and asphalt. The design
consists of a two dimensional intervention that goes with the three dimensional concrete columns of the railways. Some of the columns were covered by overgrowing ivy, transforming the space into an “urban forest”.
In addition, iron casts of tree trunk are scattered all around the pavement acting as lighting elements. The aim
of the project was to create a flexible space that discourage anti social behavior and to serve the different daily
uses of the square.

09_”Project SUM: Sculpture Under McGrath”_Somerville, Massachusetts
SSP is a group of artists in Somerville, Massachusetts that have turned the space under the McGrath highway
into an exhibition and art space. Their aim is to show that the dead space underneath the highway can be a viable space for public use, by displaying art installations and performances in unusual and unexpected spaces.
The quality of the area and the thoroughfare is thus improved through constant changing artistic interventions.

http://www.sspsomerville.org/ssp_artists07.htm

Figure 3.10_Art installatin_MacGrath

The different projects illustrated different ways of addressing the problem of the negative and unwanted spaces
under elevated highway or railways. Ranging from simple and small interventions -aiming on beautifying the
space- to temporary art intervention or to big scale planning and programmatic designs, the projects tend for
one aim: revitalize doomed urban spaces in the purpose of reintegrate them within the urban context. This
shows, that designing these spaces can take different forms and approaches based on their contexts.
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04_Site Inventory and Analyses
This chapter examines a case study of a street located under an elevated highway in Bourj Hammoud, a suburban
district in Beirut. The chapter includes first an analysis of the general context of the area, then a site inventory and
analysis of its immediate context. The results form the framework of the study area upon which a design proposal
will be presented for the space located under the elevated highway.
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4.1_Site location and description

Beir u
t

river

The chosen site is located in the highly dense residential area of Bourj Hammoud. In fact, Bourj Hammoud is
an Armenian district located on the eastern coastal side of Beirut, 2 km of Central Beirut [within the misery
belt], comprising highly populated and residential neighborhoods and an industrial area. It covers an area of
2 km2 and a population of almost 15,000. The area is crisscrossed by highways, turns its back on the sea,
from which it reclaimed a few hectares of land [the dump site] and separated from Beirut by Beirut River on its
western edge.

[Source: Google earth 2008]

The site consists of a street [Yerevan Street] located under the elevated highway of Bourj Hammoud, which links
Ashrafieh or eastern part of Beirut to the mountains. Actually, the highway represents an urban paradox since
it was built in the purpose of facilitating the movement of people in and out the city while creating a negative
space underneath altering the urban environment of the people living in the area. It was inserted between exiting
buildings –some had to be removed- and on top of a mixed-use street.

Figure 4.1_Bourj Hammoud Location

Bourj Hammoud’s limit
The elevated highway
industrial zone
retail/offices zone

On the general urban and social context of the district, the location of the highway is highly important since it
forms a demarcation line between two different neighborhoods. For that reason the following section will first
describe a brief history of the district showing the different migration flux that affected the area, and then the
main infrastructure changes, reflecting on the current social and urban characteristics of the district.

mixed-residential zone

Figure 4.2 _Site location

Figure 4.3 _View of the Highway between the buildings

Figure 4.4 _View of the space underneath the highway
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4.2_General Context
4.2.1_Brief history of the district
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Figure 4.5 _Urban and social development
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Figure 4.6 _Infrastructure development

Secondary roads

The urban development of Bourj Hammoud started in 1924 when Armenian refugees came to the area, which
was a swamp land, and settled along the river of Beirut in tents. However, the migration procedure has already
started since 1915, in the nearby area of Karantina, but was on small scale. In 1930, the first church [Gregarious] and houses were built [40m2-20m2]. There were 25 important families back then. The Armenian population started to grow, despite the fact that some families moved to other Armenian cities in Lebanon, such as
Anjar located in the Bekaa valley [East Lebanon].
The urban growth expanded in different spots in Bourj Hammoud to then form one big district. The urban development of the area was based on a grid structure, which is still visible until today .During the Second World
War, the train rail was built in the area as an extension of the existing railway of Tripoli-Homs to serve the British
troops and military equipment between Haifa and Tripoli. However, in 1945 this railway had to be cut due to the
Arab-Israel conflict [the Haifa-tripoli line became Naqoura-Tripoli line].
In 1948, the Arab-Israel conflict had an impact on the Bourj Hammoud area since many Palestinian and Lebanese Shiaa refugees came and bought lands from the Armenians, who some of them were leaving to their
home land. The refugees settled mainly in the Nabaa area [southern part]. In 1952, Bourj Hammoud became
a municipality on its own, separated from Jdeideh and Beirut. Since then, the district kept on expanding and
growing especially the industrial part of it. In 1970, the river was channeled.
In 1975, the civil war started, implying again many changes in the urban aspect of the area, especially on its
social level. In fact, with Beirut being divided between east and west [west Muslims militias, and east as a
Christian militias] the Shiaa living in Bourj Hammoud felt unsafe in the east part of the city and left to a more
safe areas such as the Dahieh [southern suburbs]. In addition, the trains stopped functioning; railways and rail
stations were attacked and abandoned. In 1990, the war came to an end. Beirut was ready to be rebuilt again.
The reconstruction projects started, carrying many infrastructural projects. The Shiaa who already owned lands
and houses in Bourj Hammoud either came back or lent their houses to low income inhabitants [other ethnic
groups mainly], with very cheap prices due to the urban and living conditions of the area. Bourj Hammoud like
any other suburban area in the city became part of the ‘misery belt’; thus most privileged Armenians have left
the area to other better places such as Zalka or Antelias.
In parallel to the social development of the area, sequential development of the infrastructure had also an impact
on the urban structure. Many roads were added over time to accommodate the growth of the population in that
area as well as in Beirut as a whole. The railway which became non-functional in the civil war became a major
road crossing through the district, linking the Dora highway to the Sin IL Fil area and to the southern suburbs of
Beirut. Moreover, the channeling of the river in 1975 created another important road on the edge of the district.
Finally, the elevated highway marked a recent change in the infrastructure of the area.

4.2.2_District characteristics

lebanesechristian

Social aspect
As a consequence of the history and infrastructure development, the district consists of two neighborhoods
characterized mainly by ethnic and religious identities. While the northern part [referred to as the city center]
is highly populated with Armenians, mainly Christians, the southern part [known also as the Nabaa area], is
dominated by a Muslim community [Palestinians, Lebanese], in addition to some ethnic group minorities such
as Sri Lankans, Egyptians, Ethiopians …etc. This strong religious identity is actually reflected through the high
number of religious monuments [churches-mosques] which are most of the cases located next to schools
and educational institutes. As for the ethnic identity [mainly the Armenian identity], it is strongly reflected in the
northern part of the district through their food, language [signs] and their handcrafts work.

Armenian-christian

Immigrantsrefugees-muslim
The elevated highway

Figure 4.7 _Ethnic/religious patches
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Figure 4.8 _Ethnic/religious distribution
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Figure 4.9 _Economical axis

Figure 4.10 _The different economical street activities

Economical aspect
In addition to the mixture of ethnic identities and religions, Bourj Hammoud is known for its [low budget] commercial and shopping character. In fact, Armenians are famous for their handcrafts businesses
which are usually run by a family and passed by from
generation to generation. These includes: mechanics, jewelry, cloth, carpentry, and foundry...etc. Thus
the northern part of the district forms a strong economical center, in contrast to the Nabaa area, where
residents are mostly labors. The economical center is
defined by six axis or streets, each serving a specific
function. From the first road parallel to the river that is
mostly comprised of mechanics and craftsman to the
famous Arax Street and Armenia Street that contains
the majority of the jewelers, there is a great level of
activity to be found. These roads connect major parts
of Bourj Hammoud and together form its economical
backbone.
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Urban aspect
Actually, the social and economical aspects of the district affect the vehicular and pedestrian traffic density as
well as the urban quality of the district. The level of activity of the main roads/streets generated within 24 hours
was investigated by a group of students from the Lebanese American University. Compared to the commercial
streets, the chosen site reflects a medium and low activity level.
Consequently, the high concentration of commercial activities of the northern part or the Armenian neighborhood, led to the fact that this area is better maintained in terms of buildings, roads and sidewalks since it represents the financial and commercial face of Bourj Hammoud.
Morning

4.2.4_Public spaces
Within the highly populated district, there are actually only two public spaces. The first one, which is the municipality garden/square, is located in the city center, or Bourj Hammoud municipality area. The garden is well
maintained offering resting and seating areas, and a small kiosk selling snacks and refreshments.
The second public space is a children’s playground located on the eastern area of the district. Although it is the
only playground, it is opened three hours per day [from 5 to 8] and is restricted to children under 12.

Afternoon

Evening
high activity

medium activity

low activity

Figure 4.11 _Vehicular and pedestrian activity level

Like in other parts in Beirut, the streets thus become the only public space available. Although the streets/roads
have different physical typologies [dimensions, street furniture, road lanes…etc], they all embodied people and
accommodate their everyday needs.
Thus a pictures analysis of the different usage of the streets was performed in order to understand the different
needs and behavior of the residents of Bourj Hammoud.
In fact, the streets are characterized by their traffic, chaos, and ongoing interaction. Shoppers, sellers, children, elderly all occupy the only available open space in the area to either do their everyday jobs, to catch up
with some neighbors, to play and spend some time outside the house. The street becomes a space that floats
between the 1st, 2nd and third places.1 The analysis of how people use the streets of Bourj Hamoud, shows a
concept of public space that is spontaneously and informally created between the private and the public, based
on their needs.
1_A term coined by the sociologist Ray Oldenburg to define public spaces as safe, neutral and informal meeting points where as
the first refers to the private house space and the second to the office/working space. Source: The Economist, April 10 2008

Shop activity extension

Figure 4.12 _City center square

Coexistence of pedestrians and cars

Privatization of the sidewalks

Figure 4.13 _Public usage on the different streets/roads typologies
sectional analysis showing the streets used as public space
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Figure 4.14_Public space usage
Sketches showing the different activities that take place in the streets of Bourj Hammoud

hanging out

4.3_Site conditions and characteristics
As seen in the general context, the chosen site is located between two neighborhoods reflecting different
identities, whether on the urban, social or religious level. The following section will analyze mainly the physical
conditions of the space, its immediate surrounding context and how it is being used. Finally, the conclusions will
depict the main weak elements [problem definition] and project its potentials [based on the findings].

1km long

4.3.1_Site conditions

Figure 4.15_The street location under the elevated highway
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Figure 4.16_Cross section of the space
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Within the area of Bourj Hammoud, the elevated structure has a length of almost 1 km, with a width ranging
between 20-25 meters [it gets larger on the exit and entrance] and a height between 5 to 8 meters [depending
on the street topography]. The structure is made of reinforced concrete, supported with double columns in the
middle and single columns for the ramps.
Since the elevated structure is inserted on top of a street where the clearance between buildings and structure
is very narrow, the space under the structure consists of the street itself including the buildings [ground level],
the sidewalks [width ranging between 2 and 4 meters], the roads and the mid-walk [4 meter wide, consisting
of the linear space, where the supporting columns are located almost every 25 meter].
In fact, this physical condition of the space affects mainly the lighting conditions. The distance between the
buildings and the highway [which is sometimes less than 3 meters] as well as the typology of the building
[height of the building] influences the amount of light penetration on the street level. The space is mostly dark,
except on the nodes, where there is no building and next to one story buildings.

~25m

Figure 4.17_Detail plan of the space

Figure 4.18_Mapping the lighting conditions of the space

Full light

More light than dark

More dark than light

Full dark

Figure 4.19_The different light conditions of the space
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4.3.2. Usage

furn abou bla

AGFA photo

Mini market

Typology 1: Shops, snacks, restaurants on the groud level

The site is mainly surrounded by mixed-used residential buildings; some are large scale apartment complexes
where as other are still slum/temporary housing. In general, the apartment buildings include on their ground
level stores reflecting commercial usage, while the small slum-like buildings consist only of residential houses.
Each typology manifests a certain relation with the sidewalks in terms of usage. For instance, sidewalks become an extension of the stores, snacks or restaurants where as parking spaces or outdoor semi-private
spaces of the houses.
In addition to the residential buildings, some public buildings are located close to the site. These include schools,
churches, mosques, malls…etc.
As for the shops located on the edge of the street, they include a range of functions -from mechanics, to hairdressers, to snacks, to mini markets, to butchery, to clothing shops…etc. However, despite the variety of the
shops, the street has been loosing its character [as a shopping street] since the highway was built. In fact,
since the shopping activities have declined, many shops are closing down, or are waiting to be sold. This is
mainly due to the fact that the highway was built without any concern for the residents living in the area. After
the completion of the highway the residents have boycotted it, showing their negative opinion about it. Thus,
today the space underneath reflects an undesirable and unwanted space for most of the residents of both
neighborhoods.

Typology 2: Buildings with no shops on the ground level
_center

_residential

_school

_church

_factory

_mosque

_medical center

Typology 3: Slum/temporary houses

Figure 4.20_Buildings typologies in relation to the sidewalks

Figure 4.21_Mapping of the buildings typologies

Figure 4.22_Surrounding public buildings

4.3.3.Green spaces
The green surrounding the site consists mainly of the planted roundabouts located on the bottom of the exist/
entrance ramps, the sidewalk trees which are planted wherever it is possible, the vacant and empty spaces
consisting of wild plantation and dumps [next to a ramp or in between buildings], and finally the only available
public playground in Bourj Hammoud.

_planted roundabouts

_children playground

_abandonned spaces_unmaintained

Figure 4.23_Green spaces

Sidewalk trees

Vacant areas

Planted roundabouts

Figure 4.24_Green surrounding the street

4.3.3.Circulation pattern
The circulation pattern consists of the vehicular and pedestrian patterns. Since the highway was built over an
existing road, the vehicular circulation within the space is dominant despite the fact that the road consists of 1
lane in each direction. Many primary roads cross Yerevan street, forming thus important vehicular nodes. Other
nodes are formed on the bottom of the ramps which are located in different places, and inserted between the
buildings close to the study area.

Figure 4.25_Main vehicular circulation and nodes

As for the pedestrian circulation, mapping it is impossible since pedestrians move within the space in all directions, co-existing sometimes with the vehicular circulation. In fact, this is a typical way of using the urban
spaces in most areas in Beirut. Cars and pedestrian can occupy the same spaces; sidewalks can be full of cars
parked on them [not on their edges] where as crossing roads has to be initiated by the pedestrians themselves
since pedestrian crossings do not exist especially in areas like Bourj Hammoud.
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gonnaly to the sidewalks or mid-walk
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4.3.4.Street characteristics
The space under the highways is affected by many different actors. The structure, the buildings, the roads and
the sidewalks all shape the physical character of the space. However the relation between these key elements
is reflected through the usage of the space.
In fact, the space is predominantly used by cars, whether circulating on the roads or parked on the edge of the
sidewalks and mid-walk.
Parking spaces
Along the street, the cars are parked wherever the space is available. The street can actually accommodate
300 parking spaces. However, two typologies of parking spaces can be identified. Where in some places the
cars are parked parallel to the sidewalk/mid-walk, in other places cars are parked diagonally, gaining thus more
type more
2_cars parked
parrallel to the sidewalks or mid-walk
spaces for
cars.
more common type

Typology 1:
Parking diagonally, cutting from the sidewalks/
1_cars parked diagonnaly to the sidewalks or mid-walk
mid-walktype
spaces

Typology 2:
Parking parallel to the sidewalks/mid-walk

Figure 4.26_Car parking
typologies
type 2_cars parked parrallel to the sidewalks or mid-walk
more common type

Sidewalks/mid-walk
The sidewalks located on both edges of the street are used mainly for pedestrian circulation but also as an
extension of the private spaces of the buildings [ground level]. The width of the sidewalks varies between 2 to
4 meters. Along the sidewalks, and whenever the space and light are suitable, trees [Ficus nitida ]are planted,
providing green to the area and acting as dust absorbents.
The sidewalks reflect many of the activities already described within the streets of Bourj Hammoud. Like other
streets, the sidewalks are spaces where men sit, play games, display their products, woman walk, meet with
friends and shop, and children play.
In contrast to the sidewalks, the mid-walk is most of the time empty and enclosed within two edges of parking
spaces. The conditions as described earlier are poor since light is lacking and the concrete structure is dominating. In addition to the parking spaces on its edge, the space is used occasionally as dumping garbage or
furniture. As for the columns, they are used as expression walls by hanging posters or drawing and writing on
them.
Pictures and sectional analysis were made in order to describe and analyze the way people use the space in
relation to the different elements [buildings, sidewalks, mid-walk and roads]

Figure 4.27_Pictures analysis of space usage
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Figure 4.28_Cross sectional analysis of the street _the sections show the interrelationships between the different characteristics of the space, where the structure is repetitive dominating element

4.3_Reflection on the analysis
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Figure 4.29_Site problems

The case of the space under the elevated highway of Bourj Hammoud reflects in some ways the same problems of negative awkward spaces described in chapter 3 of the thesis, within a different context. The highway
has created an unwanted space by the community, and is used mainly as a parking space. Many conclusions
[problems and potentials] can be drawn out of the analysis, which will help in formulating the final design approach.
The physical condition of the street is mainly affected by the structure of the highway itself. The structure has in
fact deteriorated the social and spatial quality of the space. First, due to the small space between the highway
and the buildings, the main problem of the street is the lack of light. Most spaces underneath are dark and dull
creating an unpleasant feeling. In addition to the light problem, the elements of the structure itself are dominant,
whether on the mid- walk or on the sidewalks [columns of the ramps], which make the sidewalks even narrower than they actually are. Moreover, the usage of the street mainly for parking space has accentuates the
unpleasant feeling. Furthermore, compared to other streets in the same district- most of them reflecting high
level of activities and manifesting a strong identity- the space represents an undefined space which reflects a
low level of activity and is only used as a dark passage or parking space- despite the occasional usage of the
mid-walk and sidewalks by the local residents and owners of the shops. Consequently, the space [the street and
the highway] represents a negative image for the residents of Bourj Hammoud [both neighborhoods].
Despite the negative elements and characteristics of the street, the elevated highway has created a condition
that offers many potentials for designing a public space. First, its location between two neighborhoods creates
an opportunity in generating a common public space that encourages a coexistence between different ethnic,
social, political and religious groups. In addition, the mixed use commercial character of the street and shops,
provides more opportunities of usage and activities. As for the adjacent vacant spaces, they provide opportunities in creating recreational spaces adjacent to the street, as extension of the linear street. On the physical
conditions, the elevated highway can be perceived as a positive structure providing shade during hot summers
and shelter during heavy rains [referring to the climate in Beirut].
So, as described and seen in the case studies, spaces under elevated highways, despite their negative impact
on the urban fabric, can be transformed into enjoyable public spaces through different approaches depending
on the context. In the case of Bourj Hammoud, the structure, the location and the need for public space provide
opportunities for design.
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05_Design process

This chapter illustrates the different approaches that were used throughout the design process in addressing the
problems and potentials of the elevated highway of Bourj Hammoud and from which the final design evolved.
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5.1_Design process
As explained in the introduction, the method used throughout the thesis was based on a research by design.
Thus, different design approaches and proposals were tested and evaluated, opening for new ideas and research
topics. The final design strategy is a result of the different design explorations. The following section will illustrate two approaches used in the process prior to the final design reflecting different design concepts and ideas.

5.1.1_Approach 01
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Figure 5.1_Preliminary concept_ Approach 01
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Figure 5.2_Preliminary conceptual diagram_ Approach 01

The first approach was based on the condition of the site/street as being a demarcation line between two
different neighborhoods within the same district. The aim was to reintegrate the site into its context and to
create a common public space. The concept was thus to create an integrative, connective, multifunctional
and centralized place that attracts residents from the different neighborhoods. Consequently a design program
was formulated. The program aimed in creating a space under the highway that includes different activities, in
enhancing the visual experience while walking or driving and in providing parking spaces that can accommodate the loss of parking spaces from the proposed design. Consequently, the mid-walk was divided into three
areas each defining a function, acting as an extension of the general context of the district. These functions
included: a market place [as an extension of the economical backbone], a leisure area [as an extension of the
snacks, restaurants and cafés] and a recreational area [included a children play area].
Each of the defined areas was designed depending on its function yet using the same design elements. First,
design intervention were implemented on the existing features within the site: these included first the columns,
which were used as elements to define sub-spaces within each area. Graffiti painting was proposed to be
drawn on them in the aim of introducing colors into the site. The sidewalks and mid-walk pavement were
painted in white strips randomly spread all over, linking the areas together and reflecting a place for people
[zebra crossing]. In addition to the intervention on the existing features, a flexible idea of a structure was designed to accommodate the different functions of the area. The structure consisted of three units; a wooden
unit which is a variable structure that changes depending on the function, a concrete bench which is fixed and
the same all over and finally colored panels that are hanged from the ceiling linking the introduced structure
with the existing one.
With the same designed structure, each area was designed in a different way serving its defined function. A
detailed design was proposed to the market which was also divided into sub-spaces defining different services [mechanics and handcrafts area, vegetable and fruit area, books, a space for movable vendors ...etc].
Carrying out the different design ideas, required a research on marketplace- the meaning of it as an important
public space in the Middle eastern cities- on playgrounds, leisure areas, and materials.
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Figure 5.4_Cross section of the handcrafts market

Figure 5.5_Section of the vegetable market

Figure 5.3_Preliminary design of the structures

Figure 5.6_Axonometric view a mechanics space

5.1.2_Approach 02

Figure 5.7_Preliminary concept_ Approach 02

Compared to the first approach the second one was spatially rather than tectonically and functionally oriented.
Here, the physical conditions [amount of light] as well as the immediate usage of the space [mixed used shops]
were the basis of the design proposal. The concept of the design was to rearrange the street through different
interconnecting layers, in the aim of establishing a pedestrian friendly space and reviving the existing shops.
The different layers were: the parking space layer, the pedestrian layer, the green layer and the marketplace layer.
Each of the layer was spatially defined based on the two conditions [light and functions], forming smaller alternative spaces. The design strategy was based on adding minimal intervention [a simple bench] to invite people
to use the empty space in the middle, adding green spaces where it is possible [light] and in turning the adjacent
vacant spaces into potential recreational parks [will act as green recreational pockets linked to the street] and
finally introducing ephemeral program [market/exhibition] that can revive the shops and the area as a whole.
After defining spatially the different interconnected spaces, design principles and proposals were formulated
for each of the layers.
Existing typology

Proposed typology

Figure 5.8_Example of the green layer spaces

Figure 5.10_Example of parking spaces [layer] rearrangement

Figure 5.9_Example of pedestrian layer spaces

Figure 5.11_Acces points on the edge of the mid-walk
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5.3_Evaluation of the approaches
Both approaches focused mainly in generating functional and programmatic spaces, without a thoughtful consideration and understanding of the highway as a structural element. Although, the existing features of the
structure were addressed in the first approach [absent in the second], it was done in a “filling in the gap” solutions. In addition, the proposal [architectonic and programmatic] was perceived as a project that can be applied
anywhere else and does not really reflect the problem of the highway. As for the second approach, the focus on
the spatial arrangement of the space has created a weak landscape design proposal on how to manage spaces
under elevated highways. For both approach a holistic design concept of transforming the space into a beautiful
and attractive one was missing. The highway was perceived as only a background for the design concept, while
it should be the focal point for intervening and creating opportunities within the space under it.

5.2_Design strategy

2_spatial
organization of the
space

The final design strategy consists of a synthesis of the previous approaches and focuses on addressing the
existing condition of the physical structure of the highway first then projecting the potential usage of the spaceonce a new condition is established. In fact, the main objective is to transform the negative image of the
highway and the space itself into a positive and attractive one. This new image is thus achieved by intervening
on the structure itself, providing a flexible space that has the potential in generating opportunities rather than
determined functions and programs. Therefore, the programs and the functions proposed previously form a
projection of the possibilities provided by the new condition/image. This approach in creating an adaptable and
flexible space is actually based on the way people in Beirut and in Bourj Hammoud, articulate their own public
space- instantly and spontaneously [as described in the analysis].

3_Usage
possibilities

In summary, the project comprises three components. The first is to establish a consistent attractive physical
condition that serves as a landmark and enhance the quality of the space. The second is to organise spatially
the space by providing pedestrian facilities [as seen in approach 02]. The third element is to project the potential
usage- impression of possibilities- of the space once the previous elements are established.

1_create a new
condition based on
the structure

P

Figure 5.13_Design strategy

P

06_Final Design

The following chapter describes the final design concept, the design intervention and the potential usage of the
public space, once a new image of the space is established.
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6.1_Design concept
The project identified a common urban condition that presents many potential for design. It will however focus
on creating a local scale intervention while making a link to Beirut’s urban, political and social conditions.
The objective of the concept is to explore the different element of the structure and to create one continuous
space/street manifesting a unique character and identity within Bourj Hammoud district. The aim is to integrate
the structure and its elements [columns, pavement, ceiling] within the urban fabric by being distinct from all
other streets in the district, and acting as a focal, attractive landmark. Therefore, the intervention concentrates
on changing the three different surfaces of the structure in an attractive, simple and feasible way.
Figure 6.1 _The three structural surfaces

Continuous linear element
Distinct structural landmark

Figure 6.2 _Design concept

In fact, each of the surfaces is treated and transformed using different means- materials- yet unified through
one aspect which is the color: white. Thus, the different elements are emphasized through the use of materials,
while the white color emphasizes the structure itself as one consistent, rigid and continuous landmark along
the street.
The main reason for the choice of the white color is to create a contrast between the space and the chaotic busy
streets of Bourj Hammoud which are full of colors, signs, and visual information-creating a chaotic and tiring
experience- but also to lit the dull and dark condition of the space- which is the main problem. On the social
level, and within the context of Lebanon and Bourj Hammoud, white color reflects a neutral space, free of any
political-religious connotations1.
So, through the white color [reflecting the absence of colors mainly] as well as the different method of transforming the surfaces, the aim is to improve the physical and visual quality of the space, which consequently will
be more valued and change the negative image the residents have towards the highway and the space under it
into a positive and attractive one. Hence, the new attractive image of the structure as well as the flexibility aspect of the space under it, have the potential in attracting different usages and activities-spontaneously articulated. Here, the different spontaneous usages of the public space become important in a sense that within the
neutral and uniform color of the space, they reflect the diverse and multiple [colors] character of the district.

1
During the recent political events in Lebanon, colors became strong mean in reflecting identities- each political party has
its own color- people manifest their affiliation through the use of colors.
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6.1_Designing the condition
As described earlier, designing the condition focuses on intervening on the different vertical and horizontal
surfaces of the structure through different means. The purpose of the different interventions is to give the
structural elements a new face, emphasizing their 3-D dimensions through a 2-D representational language.
Each surface is treated with different pattern and materials, ye together they form one monumental element. The
following section will describe in detail the design proposal for each surface.
The ground floor _Pavement

http://flickr.com/photos/85829131@N00/88312324

Figure 6.3 _Copacabana, trademark pavement

Figure 6.4 _Pavement pattern

The ground floor, or pavement of the mid-walk reflects an important element, not only for the structure but also
for the street itself. It represents the base of the highway-on which it is standing- as well as the center of the
street, forming then a connecting surface between the street level and the structure. From a landscape architecture perspective, the pavement [natural or urban context] is a basic design element that can have a big impact
in a project. For instance, Burl Marx’s design of the Copacabana coastal promenade, illustrates an example of
the impact of a simple pavement design on creating an urban landscape landmark.
Therefore, within this recognition of the importance of the pavement as a basic landscape design element, as
well as its importance within the context of the site, it is of an essential step to invest and create a bold paved
ground.
The designed pattern of the mid-walk consists of alternating white and black [as the opposite neutral color of
white] stretched linear strips, emphasizing the continuous character of the street. Actually, the pattern is inspired by the common zebra crossing-pedestrian crossing- which symbolizes a space for people. On a larger
scale, it symbolizes an in-between transitional space between both neighborhoods as an inviting space to be
crossed and maybe remain in. On the other hand, it represents an irony within the urban context of Beirut,
where pedestrian crossings do not really exist. However, since the space is interrupted every 25 meters by the
columns, the rigid geometrical form of the strips is broken down to be transformed into more organic shapes
[leaves shapes] that extends on the columns and form another pattern.

White mosaic
stone

Black mosaic
stone

As for the materials, an investigation was performed in order to define the choice of an attractive, strong and local material. The choice consists of two different types of pavement. The white strips are made of smooth white
natural stones, manufactured locally. Stone paving offers a natural feeling that is in contrast to the rigid and
artificial reinforced concrete of the structure. The second material is the mosaic black and white pavers. These
are used in the part where the linear pattern is transformed into the floral pattern. In fact both types of paving,
natural stones and mosaic stones, are typical traditional Lebanese materials used for walls and paving.

The columns
White sandstone tile

The columns are the most dominant elements within the space for their huge scale and repetitive rhythm. They
form the first attracting element for drivers and pedestrians. Therefore, the design of the surface of the column
consists of creating an attractive graphical representation that can be painted and easily implemented. The
concrete material of the columns is painted in white and black where white is the background while black is the
color of the painted pattern. In fact, the pattern is an extension of the organic shapes of the pavement that are
transformed into an ornamental floral pattern [flowers, leaves]. The pattern was basically inspired by Arabic/
Islamic art in representing ornamental patterns on walls, columns or even carpet -a way to bring nature into
their enclosed spaces. However, the used pattern here represents a more abstracted way of ornaments, reflecting the concept of Beirut as an Arabic city that always tends to transform tradition into modern and westernized
way.

Figure 6.5 _Detail of pavement material
Columns pattern

The ceiling
Arabic/Islamic floral patterns

Vertical surface
Horizontal surface

Pavement pattern

Figure 6.6 _Column pattern

In contrast to the pattern of the pavement and the columns, the ceiling is kept as a plane rigid surface painted all
in white. The ceiling can be perceived as a protective element. In addition to its physical quality in covering the
space underneath [during the extreme hot and rainy weather in Beirut], the white color creates a safe, secure
and lit space during the day and is emphasized in the nighttime and evenings through artificial lighting. Simple
fluorescent recessed lighting can be applied on the ceiling every 3meters, creating a continuos lit monument
and space. The constant dark characteristic of the space is thus turned into a constant lit space.
The designs of the different surfaces are displayed all along the highway [1 km long] and together form one
consistent monumental element. The combination of the dominant elements with the graphical representation,
the paving materials and the neutral protective character create a visual quality of the structure _consequently
the street- that provides a pleasant experience for the everyday users and residents of the area as well as for
the vehicular passengers.
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Figure 6.7 _Perspectives showing the design within the context of the street

6.3_Spatial organization

1
2

The previous section proposed a design intervention that transformed the space into an attractive and pleasant
one. However, in addition to this visually modification of the condition, it is important to provide a space that
is pleasant and inviting on its functional level. On this matter, the small design interventions described in “approach2” such as providing access points to the mid-walk or street furniture to the space, become important
and valuable to implement. Pedestrian circulation will become more pleasant if the cars parked diagonally to
the mid-walk are removed, creating thus one continuous spaces. The removed parking spaces can however be
allocated in the adjacent vacant lands. These can be turned into green public parking. In total both parkings can
provide 53 spaces for cars solving thus the heavy dominance of cars under the elevated highway.
Another approach is to turn the spaces into small scale public parks that include children playgrounds.

Figure 6.8 _Vacant adjacent spaces as green spaces

space_1 on map

space_1 on map

space_2 on map

Figure 6.10_Alternative 01_Parking spaces

space_2 on map

Figure 6.9 _Alternative 02_Public parks
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6.4_Potential usage
As seen in the previous approaches, the available space under the highway provides opportunities for public
use. The creation of an attractive space through design intervention [paving and painting] while considering
its pedestrian functionality allows for a wide range of usages and different scenarios. The flexibility of the new
image of the space, have the potential in attracting more people and more activities. In this sense, in addition to
the everyday activities, the space can accommodate temporary events such as market place, or art exhibition
or even festivals that will help in reviving the area. The following sketches illustrates the impressions and the
potentials of the space in inducing a public use.

Figure 6.11 _Potential usage _perspective 01

Figure 6.12 _Potential usage _perspective 02

Figure 6.13 _Potential usage _perspective 03
Figure 6.15 _Potential usage _section 02

Figure 6.14 _Potential usage _section 02

Figure 6.16 _Potential usage _section 03
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6.5_Final Notes
The main aim of the design was to change the negative image of the space and create an attractive and positive
place that improves the urban quality of the area of Bourj Hammoud. The project forms an academic material
for the final master thesis in Landscape Architecture presented to Wageningen University. However, the purpose
is also to propose the vision for the community of Bourj Hammoud [including municipality, local organizations
and NOG’s as well as the residents themselves]. Therefore, this section projects some strategical steps for the
purpose of implementation
The main intervention reflects a feasible design in term of materials, implementation and maintenance.
The pavement materials [white/black natural stone] are produced locally, which makes it an affordable and
requires low maintenance.
The lighting is also based on simple fluorescent light, that can be provided by local lighting companies. However, the lighting requires electrical power, which is a critical resource in the area. For that reason, solar energy
production can be suggested to be introduced and implemented on the highway [upper level] in forms of panels
acting as light catchers and sound proofing [which is also missing in some part of the highway]. The climate
conditions of the area makes it possible to produce electrical power that can be used in lighting up the space
underneath or even part of Bourj Hammoud.
As for the graphical representation of the columns, it can be drawn by young artists in the area, encouraging
thus a community involvement in the implementation.
The maintenance of the white color on the columns and the ceiling, can be carried out by the municipality. The
white paint of the ceiling and the columns can be easily washed using water, or can be re-painted once in a
while [1-2 years] depending on the condition.
In sum, the design proposal was based on the fact that it is presented to a low income district, thus implementation procedure and maintenance were taken into consideration.

07_Conclusion
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In a city like Beirut, where public space and space itself is lacking, negative and lost spaces such as created by
elevated highways provide possibilities of generating spaces that can accommodate people’s needs. Based on
this premise, the project was conceived as an attempt in revealing the role of landscape architecture in exploring
these opportunities and making urban environments better places to live in.
The project aimed in creating a new urban condition that is specific to the context of Beirut and Bourj Hammoud,
through a holistic design concept. First, based on the analysis of public spaces in Beirut and how people use
their urban spaces, the design created a flexible and adaptable space where people are provided with the freedom of articulating their own spaces. This flexibility was created through the minimal intervention that was applied on the existing structure of the highway. In fact, based on the context of Bourj Hammoud as a low income
suburban district, the proposal produced a simple and feasible design, yet established an impact on improving
the poor quality of the area. Here, the hypothesis of the thesis stated in the introduction can be then accepted,
where through the medium of landscape architecture, the negative space under the elevated highway was
transformed into an attractive and positive element within the district. The improved quality is not only reflected
through the new physical condition of the structure but also through the adaptable characteristic of the space
that can accommodate many different usages and generate a public place.
The fulfillment of the project was however interrupted by different limitations. First the limited time available
for development has left some issues from being fully explored. Although the thesis succeeded in providing an
approach to claim the space underneath the highway, there was no time allowed to revisit and re-evaluate the
proposed final design. The final intervention could have been more detailed in terms of materials and implementation and more explored including the sidewalks and the road. Another limitation was the distance. Field work
was performed at the beginning of the research process which limited the analysis on personal observations
[picture, map analysis] and limited the data collection concerning people’s real public needs. A survey would
have made the decision making stronger. However, this is never too late. As mentioned before, the project can
be presented to the municipality of Bourj Hammoud as well as the community, as a proposal to improve their
urban life conditions. The design can thus be re-evaluated and be open to discussions and insights from the
concerned community.
This thesis was based on the belief in the power of landscape architecture in improving public spaces in cities.
Within the context of Beirut, the project reflects one case of the role of landscape architecture in creating new
urban conditions falling under a specific issue [impact of elevated highways]. However, other urban problematic
topics can be explored and addressed [reflecting global and local issues]. The city provides many research and
design opportunities for landscape architecture to improve the chaotic urban environment .
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Appendix A: Lebanon overview
Lebanon lies at the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea south west of Syria and North of Israel. It has an area
of 42525 Km2 and a population of almost four millions, where more than three millions are located on the coast.
Lebanon has five big cities: Tripoli, Sidon, Tyre, Zahle and Beirut. Beirut is the capital and has more than 1,5
million inhabitants. Damascus road is an important trading road that links Beirut to Damascus going through
Zahle, where as the coastal line form another important road linking the different cities together.
On the geographical level, Lebanon consists mainly of four longitudinal strips alternating between lowland and
highland- parallel to the coastal border. The lowlands comprise the narrow coastal line and the valley in the
middle that lies between the two parallel chains of mountains [Mount Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon]. Lebanon is
known for its water resources and perennial rivers originating from springs-there are no navigable rivers.
As for the climate, Lebanon has a Mediterranean climate characterized by long hot summers, and cool, rainy
winter. However, the topographical variation creates local modification of the climate, especially between the
coastal area and the valley area- which is more dry.
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Appendix B: The Summer 2007 workshop in Beirut
The basis of the thesis was initiated with a workshop participation during summer 2007 in Beirut, that focused
on the topic of public spaces in Lebanon. The initiators of the workshop were landscape architects, architects,
artists and urban developers linked to Studio Beirut (Lebanon), together with Dutch organizations: Archis,
Partizan Publik, Pearl foundation and the Amsterdam Center for Conflicts studies (ACS) of the University of
Amsterdam. The mission of the two weeks intensive workshop was to research in an international and multidisciplinary way, the issue of public spaces in Lebanon, from spatial and social angles. During the workshop, 25
participants worked together with more than 10 professionals on the concept of public space.
The main objective of the workshop was “Investigation into the potential to reinvent public space as concept
and as a physical fact”. The workshop included lectures, debates and collective brainstorming, excursions, exercises, instant public space creation and invasion, and three different assignments. Ideas, concepts, opinions,
facts, images were all interchanged and discussed.

The workshop assignments
Assignment 1
The notion of public space is both complex and compromised here in Beirut, challenged from both directions, from the public and
the private, mutating and fluid. To chart this metamorphosis is your first assignment.
Locate, document, analyze, transform through analysis, a space or series of spaces in the city that have an ambiguous relationship to
the terms public and private; marginal, subterranean, countercultural, personal, eccentric, civic. Use photography but you must also
use other media to document and analytically describe your “treasure hunt.” Sound recording, collage of found elements, rubbings,
documents found or produced, interpretive drawings or models, and all other unforeseen methods of recording are encouraged.
Assignment 2
Locate, critically analyze and make proposals for a location or series of locations in the city or its surroundings that have the potential
of generating public space as defined by your researches in Exercise 1.
Your site/sites does/do not, and probably should not, be one of those spaces in particular, but should derive the logic of its/their
choice from what you found out about those spaces. This project will be done in teams.
Your analysis will be expected to be rigorous, collaborative and creative.
Your projects can be speculative, personal and extraordinary. Your analysis and invention should be the result of one smooth
process.
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Assignment 3
The Municipality has identified 5 sites upon which they would like to see interventions challenging the current definition of public
space. We ask you, in groups, to analyze these sites and propose interventions as individuals or in collaboration. Given that the
sites are real, and your projects will therefore become provocative proposals for actual work, then a concrete suggestion with broad
implications for the discussion of urban space will be ideal.
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Appendix C: Field work interviews

Where do you live?

Ronny [17, Lebanese Catholic,
valet parking_electrician]

Do you own or rent your house?

Are you happy in BH? why?

hared sader
family

rent

Ronny [17, Lebanese Catholic,
yeah, everything is available
valet parking_electrician]

Nadine [22, Lebanese
Orthodox, student]

hared sader
family

own

Ali [55, Lebanese Chiaa
real estate agent]

nabaa

Hussein [26, Lebanese Chiaa
taxi driver]

Do you feel involved in your
neighborhood?

where do u prefer to live?
what is the best neighborhood
to live in?

Do you and your neighbors
belong to the same culture?

yes, it is a good and safe
neighborhood

hared sader

yes

Nadine [22, Lebanese
yeah, everything is available
Orthodox, student]

yes, it is where i live

hared sader

no i have armenian neighbors

own

Ali [55, Lebanese Chiaa
no , too many foreigners
real estate agent]

not anymore

outside BH like Dahieh

not anymore

nabaa

rent

Hussein
not really,[26,
life Lebanese
is hard Chiaa
taxi driver]

not really

they are all the same

yes

Miky [27, Armenian orthodox,
jeweller]

arax street

rent

Miky
[27,
Armenian
orthodox,
yes but
would
not mind
leaving
jeweller]

yes, for a better lifestyle

his neighborhood is fine

no, there are a few lebanese
families

Krekor [61, Armenian Orthodox,
salesman

nabaa

rent

yes thankfull for the country
Krekor [61, Armenian Orthodox,
that received me
salesman

of course, it is my home now

everywhere is nice

not really

Elias [43, Armenian Orthodox,
salesman]

yerevan street
family

own [used to rent]

Elias [43, Armenian Orthodox,
yeah, everything is available
salesman]

yes

any armenian neighborhood

mostly yes

Figure C.1 _Informal interviews
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Do you have any interaction with
people of different background?

Ronny [17, Lebanese Catholic,
valet parking_electrician]

yes but not too much

where do your friends live?

in the center of BH

Do you go to different
cultural areas in BH?

where do you work?

where do you shop?

where do you go out?

Ronny [17, Lebanese Catholic,
valet
parking_electrician]
no
i dont
go further than this
neighbourhood

center sabbagha,
next to the house

in the center of BH

in the center of BH
madona street

do not work

in the center of BH

not in BH

in Nabbaa and BH quarter
somtimes

not in BH

Nadine [22, Lebanese
Orthodox, student]

yes

not in BH

Nadine [22, Lebanese
Orthodox,
only
in the student]
center

Ali [55, Lebanese Chiaa
real estate agent]

yes

mostly dahieh

Ali [55, Lebanese Chiaa
yes
real estate agent]

Hussein [26, Lebanese Chiaa
taxi driver]

yes

here in the neighborhood

Hussein [26, Lebanese Chiaa
yes
taxi driver]

everywhere

armenian quarters

not in BH

Miky [27, Armenian orthodox,
jeweller]

very little

mostly in BH

Miky [27, Armenian orthodox,
yes
jeweller]

next to the municiplality

center [at friend’s store

outside BH

yes everyone should have
relations with others

all over BH

Krekor [61, Armenian Orthodox,
yes
depending on my needs
salesman

arax street

friend’s store, for economic reasons

i dont really go out
[economic reasons]

yes

all over BH

Elias [43, Armenian Orthodox,
yes
salesman]

yerevan street

friend’s store

zalka

Krekor [61, Armenian Orthodox,
salesman
Elias [43, Armenian Orthodox,
salesman]

Figure C.2 _Informal interviews

